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H. Upmann Royal RobUsto 
only la Casa del Habano

Hoyo de monteRRey epiCURe de lUxe 
only la Casa del Habano

Gallery Name: edmundo 
leNth: 135 mm
riNG: 52
CaliBer: large

H. upmann royal robusto or “royal robusto” is another luxurious 
addition to the collection only casa del Habano. the vitola format is 
edmundo, which guarantees the best flavor of the brand. the cigar 
has accentuated balance of the flavors and slight enhancement of 
the basic tonalities, favorite to plenty of aficionados.

We present to your attention two exceptional cigars of the only la casa del Habano line that would undoubtedly please the lovers of the luxurious 

segment of cigars. both vitolas are presented through a second additional ring la casa del Habano in a box of 10 pieces. they could be found in a 

limited quantity of 5000 pieces in the chain of specialized boutiques globaly.

Other represeNtatives 
Of the Gallery: montecristo 
edmundo, ramon allones Beritus 
er libano, Bolivar fabulosos er 
Benelux, Juan lopez supreme 
er Canada

Gallery Name: magicos 
(petit robusto) 
leNth: 115 mm
riNG: 52
CaliBer: large

Other represeNtatives Of 
the Gallery: Cohiba magicos, 
el rey del mundo Nl N1 edicion 
regional Benelux, ramon allones 
especiales edicion regional 
suiza

at present there is only one brand representative with a ring larger than 
52 size on the international markets. that is maravillas, that has not been 
produced for 53 years and could be found only in the best international 
collections. the other one is epicure de luxe. ring 52 is a whole new ex-
periment because of the mild brand recipe. the idea is that there should 
be introduced a thicker consistency of the flavour that is otherwise light and 
to intensify the flavor‘s strength. the wrapping sheet with diameter of 52 is 
meant to achieve the balance in that bouquet of flavors.

Other represeNtatives Of the Gal-
lery: cohiba gran corona, cohiba a 35 
aniversario, davidoff gran corona (1946), 
partagas fabulosos, romeo y julieta fabu-
losos n2, punch diadema extra n2, Hoyo de 
monterrey particulares, etc. 

since the year of its creation, montecristo a 
cigar is famous at cigar journals and other 
specialized publications as „the most expen-
sive cigar in the world“. 

launched in 1970, along with other repre-
sentatives of the iconic brand as especiales 
n1 and n2, montecristo is a numerical line 
for the brand. its taste and presence also fol-
low the classic recipe vitolas. according the 
tasters the softness added is maintained until 
the end. to reach the end, however, could be 

found exact thirds, which interweave the au-
thentic taste of the brand with a whole feast of 
rich and powerful flavors that will not leave in-
different neither aficiionado for about 3 hours 
pleasure. 

due to the impressive amount of smoking the 
pace is defined solely by the smoker. 
montecristo a is presented in individual ce-
dar box with the logo of the brand. We rec-
ommend that you keep this vitola for your 
special occasions.

Gallery Name: Gran Corona 
leNth: 235 mm
riNG: 47
CaliBer: large 

monteCRisto a
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santiago de cuba extra anejo 20 anos is one of 
the most matured rums of the brand. its blend 
is specific because only selected 20 years 
distillates are used for its creation. the notes of 
darkly roasted caramel, tobacco, even oak and 
cedar are characteristic.
it is extremely appropriate for the best cigars of 
Habanos corporation. santiago de cuba extra 
anejo 20 anos is very limited in quantities and it is 
difficult to be found even in the boutique houses.

santiago de cuba extra anejo 20 anos is one of 
the most matured rums of the brand. its blend 
is specific because only selected 20 years 
distillates are used for its creation. the notes of 
darkly roasted caramel, tobacco, even oak and 
cedar are characteristic.
it is extremely appropriate for the best cigars of 
Habanos corporation. santiago de cuba extra 
anejo 20 anos is very limited in quantities and it is 
difficult to be found even in the boutique houses.

santiago de CUba 
extRa aÑeJo 20 aÑos 

the leader of santiago de cuba‘s portfolio is 
the oldest rum that is being produced in cuba. 
over 300 main and leading fragrances are 
interwoven in that ultra limited rum, which is 
one of the reasons to be considered the best 
rum all over the world. santiago de cuba extra 
anejo 25 anos has specific thick flavor and 
sensation of melted dark caramel. the rum is 
the only representative of cuba that possesses 
wax stamp.

santiago de CUba 
extRa aÑeJo 25 aÑos

the brand cubay has been known since 
1964 mainly because of its fruit liqueurs. the 
accent at cubay anejo suave is the slight fruit 
fragrances bouquet that makes it universal 
when it comes to the way of consumption – 
both solo, or used in cocktails. the alcohol 
content is softened – up to 37,5%.
in contrast to the majority of the cuban rums 
anejo suave is being produced in the district of 
santo domingo, province villa clara.

CUbay 
aÑeJo sUaVe 

cubay reserva especial 10 anos is specific 
with its lighter and fruitier rums and distillate 
with a 10 years of history, that gives amber 
color, thicker body and magnificent light 
tropical fragrances. for the first time vanilla, 
honey and brown sugar tastes could be found. 
the alcohol degree is 40%.

CUbay 
ReseRVa espeCial 10 aÑos 

the biggest event in the world of cigars lies ahead 
between the 26th february and the 2nd march – 
XV Habanos Festival!

do not miss being part of this experience and register 
at Habanos‘ website: www.habanos.com.
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blitZ interView

In the twelfth issue of Habanos newsletter we are launching a special column Blitz Interview that most prominent Habanos 
aficionados in bulgaria will have the chance to be shortly presented. in our first interview for that column we introduce to you 
Georgi Maksimov and Atanas Nikolov.

dr. Georgi Maksimov was born 
28 years ago in sofia. He graduated 
medicine and he is dreaming to be 
involved in the field of neurology. in 
2006 he won 2nd award khaliffa at the 
World congress for medical students 
and young doctors that takes place 
in cairo. 

about a year later he became fasci-
nated with the Habanos cigars. for 
that reason in 2010 he has been hon-
ored with the title Habanos aficio-
nado within the traditional prizes that 
are awarded every year by Kaliman 
Caribe. 

Georgi Maksimov is one of the first cigar ring collectors in bulgaria. it is curious that 
his collection consists only of cuban cigar rings that he smoked himself. of course 
there is a keepsake of his first cigar, as well as of all that he had smoked to the present. 
“to me that collection is of a great value. my aspiration is to enrich it constantly so that 
it would contain all kinds of rare and valuable cigars that are difficult to find not only in 
our country but also abroad”, says dr. maksimov. 

the greatest variety in his collection is of the montecristo brand and after that comes in 
turn romeo y julieta and partagas. one of his most valuable rings are the editions for 
la casa del Habano of san cristobal – muralla, mercaderes, oficio, that are no longer 
in production.

my first Cuban cigar
i remember it very well. that was Hoyo de monterrey palma extra. to me it would always 
be special not only because it is the first cuban cigar in my life but also because it was 
recommended by a friend who remained my consultant among the Habanos circles until 
that moment.

What impresses me most about the habanos cigars is
the flavor, the effort and the work that are put in their production.

time for cigars is time
for consumption of something typical, something that makes me forget about the stress-
ful daily life and relax.

the best combination with a cigar is
it definitely may be the fragrant cuban coffee and the incredible rum that i find in 
my most favorite place – la casa del Habano radisson sofia. besides the best 
combination with a cigar to me is a cigar that is smoked with a good friend, in a nice 
setting and a state of total relaxation.

my favorite cigar is
maybe it is bolivar 681. on one hand i en-
joy the cigar very much and on other it is 
related to bulgaria which makes me feel 
proud.

the style of the habanos aficionado is 
typical with
...culture, refinement, good upbringing and 
of course, good taste after they have ap-
preciated that incredible product.

a story with a cigar that you will never 
forget
the stories are more than one. my first was 
in 2008 and it is related to trinidad funda-
dores. i had an important meeting and i 

remember the words of the consultant who 
recommended it to me. He told me that 
this was the right choice if i want to make 
good impression. trinidad turned out to be 
incredibly fragrant, with strongly accentu-
ated flavor – just according to my taste.

the second story happened about a year 
later, on march 3, 2009. after the official 
fireworks on the occasion of the national 
holiday i decided to smoke something new 
– once again i ran to the consultants at la 
casa del Habano radisson and they rec-
ommended to me bolivar gold medal – an 
incredible cigar of a brand that bears the 
name of a dignified historical person for all 
of the latin america.

i expect with a great anticipation a 
cigar
above all i expect the second regional 
cigar edition for bulgaria. to me the 
most suitable for this case is a cigar of 
the gallery grand corona (author’s re-
mark – montecristo a) – a size that 
reflects the bulgarian spirit, great tradi-
tions and glorious history.

my personal recommendation to the 
beginner cigar smokers
to enjoy life with a cuban cigar in hand 
and not to forget that the product quality 
is guaranteed only in the stores of the 
official representatives of Habanos.

please Greet the UNiQUe seleCtiON Of hiGh QUality CUBaN rUms reaDy tO meet the reQUiremeNts Of eveN the 
Greatest CONNOisseUrs.

the brand was established at the beginning of 
the 20th century and is considered by many to 
be the most authentic one among the cuban 
rums. santiago de cuba anejo has the complex 
and authentic outline of the cuban agriculture. 
along with the sweetish tropical touches the rum 
combines herbal flavors and vanilla, nuances of 
orange peels and tangible taste of caramel.
Having a trade mark of origin that rum is awarded 
the certificate „garantia de cuba“.

santiago de CUba 
aÑeJo 

ron aÑeJo de cUba

Hundreds of tropical flavors are easily 
compared with a significantly greater period of 
maturing. the alcohol degree, which is 40%, 
contributes to the harmony with thickness and 
fragrance.
the 12 years old extra anejo might be 
combined with matured habano and also with 
cigars with more intensive flavors. it is offered 
in limited quantities and only on select markets.

santiago de CUba 
extRa aÑeJo 12 aÑos 
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Habanos afiCionado 2010
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my first Cuban cigar
the first cigar that i lit was cohiba esplendidos that was brought specially from cuba.

my favorite cigar is
vegas robaina unicos, partagas serie e n2, romeo y julieta Wide churchills, montecristo 
n2, and of course my “first love” – cohiba. my favorite cigar is cohiba piramides extra 
because it is perfect.

the best combination with a cigar is
the best combination with a cigar is whiskey lagavulin. the style is typical with high-class 
and refinement. 

my personal recommendation to the beginner cigar smokers
my personal recommendation is always to choose the original products represented by 
Kaliman Caribe.

Atanas Nikolov is an expert in corporate security and an insurance broker. He joined the 
great family of the cuban cigars Habanos in 1990. Atanas Nikolov is the holder of the title 
Habanos aficionado 2012 given at the annual Habanos awards from kaliman caribe.

Just before the holidays another 
monthly meeting of all Habanos afi-
cionados took place in tirana. this 

time the event created a great stir among 
the cigar society at the albanian capital 
city. traditionally, la casa del Habano 
was the host.
among the party guests there were the 
regular customers of the luxurious cigars 

and tobacco products boutique, guests 
of albania and representatives of the dip-
lomatic missions in the country.
the special surprise of the evening was 
the award acknowledgment of the most 
loyal client of kaliman caribe in the coun-
try that got as award the newest book in 
the Habanos collection – the World of 
the Habano.

tHe Habanos world
a meeting befoRe CHRistmas in tiRana of ReCoRd bReaking inteRest 

Atanas Nikolov – an enthusiastic 
aficionado from plovdiv

in the beginning of 2013 the international 
cigar expert james suckling announced 
a chart of the best cigars for the past year  
according his taste. at top 10 suckling 
puts mostly cuban selection of cigars 
which is another well deserved glory to 

Habanos s.a. and the irreplaceable natu-
ral benefits of cuba and the region.
“in 2012 i had the pleasure of tasting 
great cuban cigars. i believe that the 
cuban cigars quality is at great level. 
that thesis was reconfirmed in an arti-

cle at cigar insider with published cigar 
ratings and as a result the indisputably 
high quality of the cuban cigars gets 
distinguished”, the author shares that in 
his blog: http://www.jamessuckling.
com/my-best-cigars-in-2012.html.

1. montecristo 520 edicion limitada 2012 /98 points/ 
2. partagas serie c n3 edicion limitada 2012 /97 points/
3. behike 56 /100 points/
4. la escepcion selectos finos edizione regionale italia 2011 /97 
points/
5. cohiba 1966 edicion limitada 2011 /95 points/

6. cohiba piramide extra /94 points/
7. montecristo n2 /97 points/
8. trinidad 40th anniversary Humidor cigar /96 points/
9. edmundo dantes el conde 54 edicion regional mexico /95 
points/
10. davidoff dom perignon /95 points/

CHaRt “tHe best CigaRs in 2012”

Habanos afiCionado 2012
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